
MICROBLADING 
SEMI-PERMANENT

 EYEBROWS 

AFTERCARE ADVISE 
Please follow this guidance to achieve

the best results for your new brows.

Remember the colour of your brows

will be 30%-50% darker immediately

after your treatment. Please do not be

alarmed by this as the true colour will

come through once healed. 

Please view the next page. This is an

image of the healing process in all the

different stages. Everyone heals at

different rates so please use this as a

rough guide only. 

The full healing process takes upto

6weeks.

As your brows heel they will go through

a transitional stage at around week 4/5.

It may appear that your microbladed

brows have disappeared but please

don't be alarmed this is totally normal

and is where the healing layer of skin is

covering the pigment. Once healed the

true heeled colour comes to the surface. 

 

Aftercare:
Do not pick rub or scratch your brows.

(this will pull out the pigment leaving your
brows patchy)

Apply a small grain of rice amount of balm
over your brows twice a day for 3-4 days.

After this dry heal and do not put anything on
or over your brows.

Keep hair away to prevent infection. 
Do not wax your brows for 2 weeks after. 

Do not apply any make up over your brows
until healed. 

Avoid heat treatments, saunas, steam rooms/
showers, sun beds & perfumed products. 

 

 

Days 2-5
▫Tenderness 

▫Swelling/redness/feeling sore
▫ Dryness/flakeyness

▫Itchy (Please DO NOT SCRATCH) 
 

Days 7-21
▫May appear patchy

▫ Transitional stage may occur (colour
dissappears for short time) 

 

Days 21-28
The healed microbladed brows appear. 
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Long term aftercare :
We advise an annual top up is required to refresh your colour and keep the at their best
 
Use Spf to protect them from UV
Avoid acid based moisturises over your microblade brows as this can cause them to fade.
 
If you have any questions or concerns then please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
 
 
 


